We investigate the coupling properties of localized modes between two identical truncated triangular photonic crystals composed of air holes in a dielectric background. The frequency of even parity modes varies more sensitively to the distance between the truncated faces of the crystals; i.e., the coupling distance. This behavior is explained in terms of photonic bands and spatial distribution of fields. This localized mode with even parity is shown to be a good guided mode from the finite-difference time-domain simulation. The guided range can be tuned by varying the coupling distance and the degree of truncation. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. ͓DOI: 10.1063/1.2401282͔ Photonic crystals ͑PCs͒ are optical materials with periodic changes in dielectric constant.
Photonic crystals ͑PCs͒ are optical materials with periodic changes in dielectric constant.
1 It is well known that these structures can have photonic band gaps; that is, the frequency ranges where photons cannot propagate in any direction. Moreover, introducing various defects into the PCs can give rise to localized modes within band gaps and realize various applications such as control of spontaneous emission, zero-threshold lasing, optical filters, 2 and ultrasmall optical circuits. 3 Since all of the practical PCs necessarily have surfaces, that is, interfaces between PCs and the air, it is important to study the characteristics of surface modes for applications. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Because surface modes act as one of the origins of the propagation loss, it is generally believed that these have undesirable features of finite PCs unlike point or line defect modes. 11, 12 Recently, however, remarkable results about the application of surface modes, which can enhance the coupling of light into and out of a PC waveguide and can become a lasing mode under pulsed optical pumping conditions, have been reported. [13] [14] [15] In this article, we investigate the coupling characteristics of surface modes of two-dimensional ͑2D͒ PCs. When the coupling between the surface modes becomes strong, the frequency change of even mode is large but that of odd mode is slight, unlike the case of coupling between localized modes induced by point or line defects. 16, 17 This behavior of coupled modes can be understood from the field distribution of the modes in the PC. In addition, we show from the finitedifference time-domain ͑FDTD͒ simulations that the even mode can be used as a good guided mode.
We first consider the surface modes in 2D dielectric PCs, which are formed by a triangular array of air holes in a dielectric material. The radius of air holes and the dielectric constant of material is assumed to be 0.3a and 8, respectively, where a is the lattice constant. It is well known that the PCs composed of air holes exhibit large band gaps for TE modes whose electric fields are perpendicular to the axes of air holes. Thus, we consider only TE modes in our study. Previous studies have shown that PCs can support surface modes for appropriately truncated PC surfaces. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Figure 1͑a͒ shows the top view of truncated surface of our triangular photonic crystal. The termination factor is defined as = x / d and thus describes the surface shape of the truncated PC, where d is the period of the air holes of the PC along the x direction. To calculate the frequencies and the field distributions of surface modes localized at the truncated surface, we employed the conjugate gradient plane-wave expansion method. 18 In Fig. 1͑b͒ , the photonic bands of uncoupled surface modes are shown when changes from 0 to 0.4. The straight line denotes the light line. The surface modes are very sensitive to the shape of truncated surfaces. We can see that the frequency range of surface modes cover most of the entire photonic band-gap region when has appropriate values between 0 and 0.1. Note that the surface mode exists only around the edges of photonic band gap of the bulk PC when is between 0.2 and 0.3. It has been known that the characteristics of localized modes in photonic crystals are very similar to those of electron states confined in atoms. For example, a coupling between two identical localized modes makes their frequency split into a lower frequency of even mode and a higher frequency of odd mode. This phenomenon is analogous to the splitting of valence electron states in a coupled two identical atom system into the bonding and antibonding states. Two triangular PCs with the termination factor = 0 are considered to study the coupling characteristics of surface modes. The photonic bands of coupled surface modes are investigated by varying the separation distance L between two truncated surfaces. We can see in lower frequency has even parity and the one with higher frequency has odd parity with respect to the symmetry plane bisecting the air line between two facing PCs. The amount of splitting in frequency increases as L decreases because the overlapping of the evanescent surface waves increases. It is worth noting that the frequency change of the odd mode is small as L varies, whereas that of the even mode is considerable. This feature is different from the coupling characteristic of localized modes in PCs such as cavity modes created by point defects or guided modes created by line defects. 16, 17 In those cases, the even mode of the lower frequency and the odd mode of the higher frequency split by an equal amount with respect to the uncoupled mode.
The different behavior of two split modes can be explained in terms of their dispersion relations and field distributions. It is well known that the energy-momentum dispersion relation for 2D PC waveguides is given by ͑ / c͒ 2 = k x 2 + k y 2 . At a given real k y , for a mode to be confined, / c should be less than k y . As / c has smaller value, the imaginary part of k x ͑k x,im ͒ becomes larger. It means that a strong field confinement occurs at lower frequencies in the x direction. The penetration depths defined as = 1/k x,im are about 0.716͑a /2͒, 0.818͑a /2͒, and 0.988͑a /2͒ for the even modes and 4.797͑a /2͒, 3.263͑a /2͒, and 1.942͑a /2͒ for the odd modes, respectively, for L = 0.2a, 0.4a, and 0.6a when k y = 0.5͑2 / a͒ and = 0. The penetration depth of an uncoupled surface mode is 1.441͑a /2͒. It shows that as the two truncated surfaces get closer, the confinement of the field in the direction orthogonal to the surfaces gets stronger in the even modes and weaker in the odd modes. Figure 2͑b͒ shows the cross-sectional views of the magnetic field amplitudes of even and odd modes along the direction of x when L = 0.6a, = 0, and k y = 0.5͑2 / a͒. The dashed lines indicate the positions of the surfaces. Note that the field amplitude has its maximum not at the exact surface positions but at the centers of dielectric triangular lattices, which has been recently reported by Enoch et al. 19 The differences in frequency between the even modes and the uncoupled mode 0.313͑2c / a͒. The amount of frequency splitting for even mode is larger than that for odd mode ͑␦ o ͒ at a given separation distance L. Moreover, the differences between the amounts ͑␦ o − ␦ e ͒ get larger as L decreases. The different aspects of field distribution described above in terms of the dispersion relation can explain the dependence of ͑␦ o − ␦ e ͒ on L. The fields of even modes that have lower frequencies are confined strongly around the air line between the two surfaces, but the fields of odd modes spread out widely in the PCs. Therefore, the amount of frequency splitting of odd modes is less sensitive to the separation length L compared to the case of even modes.
Even modes can be used as guided modes propagating in air. Figure 3 shows the transmission spectra of even modes for L = 0.2a, 0.4a, and 0.6 a when = 0. The transmission spectra were obtained from the FDTD simulations. We used a sufficiently large computational domain ͑11a ϫ 100a͒ and perfectly-matched-layer boundary condition to remove the artifacts induced by the reflection at the crystal boundaries. The transmission ranges are in good agreement with the frequency ranges of photonic bands of even modes shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ . Since the frequencies of even modes cannot be greater than that of the uncoupled mode, must be carefully chosen in order to get a wide transmissive region. For example, when = 0, the band edge of the even mode, which is restricted to lie below the band of uncoupled mode, is 0.313͑2c / a͒.
In Fig. 4 , we show that the dispersion and transmission of the coupled even modes depend on the separation distance W between two surfaces which are created by bisecting the PC with an air trench. Note that as the width of the air trench W increases, the corresponding increases. Thus, the wider the air trench, the higher the frequencies of the corresponding uncoupled surface modes. For small values of the width W, the bands of odd modes are very close to the upper bulk band edge, since the coupling becomes strong and also the corresponding uncoupled surface modes are positioned at higher region of the band gap. This is why the odd modes are not drawn in the figure. As a result of coupling the even modes span the whole band-gap region when W = 0.6a, as can be seen in Fig. 4͑a͒ . The simulated results depicted in Fig. 4͑b͒ show that nearly 100 % transmission can be obtained for the light of frequencies ranging from 0.29͑2c / a͒ to 0.32͑2c / a͒ when W = 0.6a. Therefore, by controlling the shape and distance between the truncated surfaces of a PC, these air-trench-type waveguides can be made to possess single guide modes with a wide transmissive bandwidth and exhibit high transmission intensity as well as low group velocity.
In conclusion, we have studied the coupling properties of surface modes in the truncated 2D PC surfaces and its application to single guided modes. The confinement of fields in the direction orthogonal to the surfaces depends on the dispersion relation of the coupled modes. The difference in the amount of frequency splitting of even and odd modes with respect to the uncoupled mode is considerably large due to their different field distribution. The possibility of application of the even modes as a waveguide is also shown from the simulated results that the coupled waveguide with an air trench of W = 0.6a has a very wide transmissive bandwidth. This kind of air-guided modes are very useful in the implementation for nanoscale sensing of gas or liquid, even when the amount of materials involved are ultrasmall. 
